
Monday, April 25th 2016 

The following morning 

Geneva, Switzerland 

With the help of the over-protective Mindy and the diminutive Anne-Marie, I took a very painful 

bath and soaked my bruised body – it was heaven. 

Throughout the whole affair, Anne-Marie looked like she was going to cry every time that I grimaced 

with the pain. I told her to ‘get a fucking grip’ and that I was still alive and breathing, so there was no 

need for any more tears. Mindy was trying to seem unconcerned, but I could tell that she was very 

worried too. Dave and Danny were also getting on my nerves as they tried to be as helpful as 

possible – I politely informed Danny that I could manage to pull up my own knickers myself, even if it 

was very painful to do so.  

Dave thought that was very funny and he burst out laughing when Danny told him. 

..._... 

I had to admit that not being able to pull up your own knickers was kind of humiliating, so I was 

determined to do it myself, even though Anne-Marie kept giggling at my very painful attempts, but I 

succeeded and I managed to keep the remnants of my dignity intact. The combat suit, though, was a 

painful struggle but the suit was tight by design, so it actually helped support me.  

I would never bitch about the combat suit again – it was a bit uncomfortable to wear – but it had 

saved my life and what might have happened had I not been wearing it was unthinkable. I was 

shaking and I struggled to control my tears once I had the suit on, so Dave gave me some strong pain 

killers and we all sat down for breakfast in the suite.  

It was good to feel like a family again, just the five of us. During the usual family banter, Dave 

explained that we would be leaving Geneva after breakfast and that we would head northeast along 

Lake Geneva and then meet up with the others in Bern. I took the opportunity to apologise for my 

behaviour the previous evening. 

“Mum, Dad – I’m sorry for being such a bitch yesterday. I could have made it far easier for you to 

check my injuries.” 

“It’s not easy being hurt – and not when you are only nine...” 

“Hey – I’m ten in two days!” 

“Yes, you are!” Dave laughed. 

..._... 

After breakfast, we loaded the car and headed out of Geneva. The drive along the lake was stunning, 

to say the least, and I loved the awesome view of the mountains as they rose on the far side of the 

lake. By the time we turned north toward Bern, we had travelled a good chunk of the lake’s 73km 

length with just a single stop. 

 

Safehouse F 

Chicago 

United States of America 



An image appeared on the big screen. 

It was a photo taken on the north shore of Lake Geneva. There in the background were fabulous 

snow-covered peaks and the blue waters of the lake at the base of the mountains. In the foreground 

was a black Audi RS6 with five very familiar people grouped in front of it. All five were grinning and it 

looked like any other family photo. 

There was a small message attached. 

‘Greetings from Lake Geneva – having a Kick-Ass time!’ 

I chuckled and called the others in. Paige laughed, as did Saoirse. The girl was missing Stephanie, 

more than she would ever admit. Morgan grinned at the photo and hugged her new best friend. 

“They look to be having fun...” Morgan commented. “Considering...” 

“Yeah – at least they are all still alive,” Saoirse added darkly. 

 

Early that afternoon 

Bern, Switzerland 

We pulled up in the carpark of a large shopping centre, on the west side of Bern. 

We pulled up alongside the other vehicles and we found the others all waiting for us. Poor Stephanie 

was mobbed as everybody wanted to check on her. The embarrassed girl eventually hid behind Dave 

for self-preservation. 

“Well, that’s two of us in the body shop,” Hailee said as she hugged Stephanie. 

“My chest is really sore, but probably nowhere near as bad as yours.” 

“Bruises are a bad part of being a vigilante, Steph, but I’m sure you already know that, with your 

background...” 

“Yeah, I’ve had my fair share of bruises over the years,” Stephanie replied like the professional that 

she was. 

 

I received a satellite call from Marty. 

The call was heavily encrypted and it used one of several ‘once only’ encryption sets that we carried. 

After the call, the phone, the sim card and the encryption would all be destroyed and never used 

again. We were going to extreme lengths to stop the CIA eavesdropping on our communications. 

“We’ve found an address in Milan. As far as we can tell, the trace stops there and that address has 

been making attempts at hacking into us here in Chicago...” 

“Who is ‘we’?” 

“Oh, that would be my team of white-hat hackers – they call themselves Synthesis; a play on 

Fusion...” 

“Okay – we’ll talk about them, later . . .  you certain of this information?” 



“Yes, and we can hack them hard, when the time comes, too, a distraction if you will.” 

“We’ll let you know when we get there.” 

I handed the phone to Chloe who took perverse enjoyment out of pounding the expensive device to 

smithereens. 

“You are disturbingly destructive, Chloe...” I commented as the fiercely grinning girl completed her 

job. 

 

After a short break for lunch, we left Bern and drove south toward Lake Thun and then east toward 

Lake Brienz. 

As before, the scenery was breath-taking and I decided that when I was older it would be great to 

visit Switzerland properly as a tourist rather than an armed assault team. The weather was pleasant 

and very warm but the air-conditioning kept the inside of the Audi comfortable and we all enjoyed a 

fun drive which also included the odd awesome tunnel or two. 

I started to get concerned as we left Lake Brienz behind and we entered a wide flat valley with high 

mountains all around us. It occurred to me that we might actually have to climb the mountains – I 

had studied the map in Bern and there were a lot of squiggly roads depicted. I just hoped that Mindy 

was not that adventurous – who was I trying to kid; I was driving with Hit Girl. 

My life was in the hands of a maniac! 

 

Grimsel Pass, Switzerland 

The flat valley soon gave way to twisting roads and we began to climb. 

Mindy seemed to be taking it easy – at first. I began getting really worried as we began to really 

climb and keep climbing. I figured that at some stage we had to reach the top and then we would 

have to go back down again... 

We passed alongside some large bodies of water and then we reached it, we reached the top and it 

was every bit as high as I had feared. 

“Motherfucker!” I announced as I saw what lay ahead of us. 

“Cool huh!” Mindy exclaimed happily – she must have been cumming in sheer expectation of what 

lay ahead. 

“Not cool...” Anne-Marie added with fear in her eyes. 

“Dave, can I walk, please...?” I pleaded. 

“It’s miles!” 

“Better worn out than dead...” 

“Stephanie!” 

“I’m sorry – but I’m not staying in the car if Mindy’s driving on that road...” 



I was adamant and Hit Girl or not, I was not following Mindy down that road – it dropped for what 

seemed like miles and the hairpins... My legs felt weak just looking out the car window. 

“Last one to the bottom is a dick in a wetsuit!” Chloe laughed as she belted past in her Audi and 

headed for the first hairpin at speed. 

‘Oh, shit!’ I thought – talk about a red flag to a bull! 

“I’m dead!” Joshua growled. 

“Strap in kids!” Mindy growled before smirking. “Hey, Chloe – I feel the need...” 

“...The need for speed!” Chloe and Mindy said together. 

“Oh fuuuuck!” I yelled as Mindy floored the accelerator. “Hey! I was shot the other day, remember?” 

“I was there – you’re healed...” Mindy laughed. 

“I want to stay healed, too, thank you very much, you damned crazy Yank!” 

It was no use – we were moving and we were moving fast. The decent was, to my eyes at least, 

perilous, and Mindy kept the speed up. I had to trust her; I had no fucking choice! Some of the bends 

were tight, to put it mildly, and very blind – ahead I could see the backend of Chloe’s Audi which 

appeared to be much nimbler around the bends. The brakes were constantly employed by Mindy 

and I was glad that they were ceramic. 

..._... 

I knew that they called those damn bends ‘hairpins’, but dammit I had straighter hairpins in my hair 

at that very moment! Oh, shit – Mindy just overtook a pair of cars . . . that was close . . . she was 

right up the fucking arse of a giant Range Rover now . . . then I was thrown violently back into my 

seat as the engine roared and we went for the overtake. Despite my jibes, Mindy was an expert 

driver even though she sometimes got carried away.  

The ride down was fast and I actually felt my ears pop as we dropped rapidly down into the valley. 

Oh fuck, oh fuck, oh fuck – corner coming up fast – shit; it was another damned hairpin! Mindy 

expertly downshifted and took us around the bend before she applied power and worked up the 

gears again with the paddles behind the steering wheel. 

“In the immortal words of Jeremy Clarkson – pooh was coming out back there!” I exclaimed to 

general laughter. 

Oh, no – another hairpin approached and as I peered through the windscreen, I saw many more 

ahead. I buried my head in my hands and prayed that I would survive the day. 

What an inglorious end to my very short life – killed at (almost) ten-years-old and splattered all over 

the road at a hairpin bend in Switzerland! 

 

That evening 

Belvédère 

The Furka Pass 



We finally stopped for the night halfway up another fucking pass and not a moment too soon – I was 

wiped the fuck out. 

Not only had I had enough of hairpins to last a lifetime, but Mindy had seen right to have us stay in a 

goddamn hotel that some stupid sod had built on a damned hairpin – so I said thank you to some 

nameless shmuck that built the Hotel Belvédère on a goddamned hairpin bend. Has anybody worked 

out that I hate hairpin bends, yet? 

“Where the buggery did you learn to drive, missy?” I demanded of Mindy as we reached our room. 

“Daddy taught me – I could drive a car before I was your age and I first rode a motorcycle at eight-

years-old.” 

“She drove a stick-shift Mustang at eleven,” Dave confirmed with a nod. 

I smirked as I pictured a younger Mindy behind the wheel of a Mustang. 

“Weren’t you like, my size, back then?” I inquired. “How’d you reach the pedals?” 

Mindy growled at me and for a moment I thought that I may have gone just a tad too far. Mindy 

walked over to me and glared then she looked me up and down. 

“For your information, skinny butt, I was at least an inch taller than you are now!” 

Everybody laughed and Mindy scowled again, but she took it in her stride and joined in the laughter. 

“She’s a good driver – I have to give her that,” Dave added somewhat reluctantly. 

“Daddy was a tough instructor and I learnt fast – I had no choice. We spent many an evening driving 

around vacant parking lots until I got the hang of things. Never taken a test, you know.” 

“I would never have guessed...” I replied sourly. 

 

“You enjoyed yourself, today, didn’t you?” 

“Of course, I did – it was a driver’s heaven out there...” 

“Not sure if certain others will agree with you...” 

“Steph’ll get over it!” 

“Probably – now...” 

“Is that one of your baton’s in your shorts, or are you just pleased to see me?” 

“Some of us are still awake over here,” came a disgusted voice out of the darkness as I was about to 

respond. 

“Well, Stephanie, unless you want to hear us fucking then you’d better get to sleep damn fast,” I 

replied with an evil laugh. 

“First, she tries to splatter me all over the Swiss mountains; now she wants to mentally damage me 

for life...” 

“I think it’s a bit late for that...” Dave chuckled. “You’re very warm and moist tonight, my love...” 



“You’re very hard and . . . ah – that felt awesome...” 

“You two are fucking disgusting...” 

“Fucking, yeah – disgusting . . . I’ll let you know...” I replied as I stifled a giggle while my husband 

continued to show me how much he loved me. 

“That’s it – I’m gonna go sleep with Megan and Cassie!” 

With that, Stephanie was out of her bed and she slammed the door behind her as she vanished into 

the corridor outside. 

“Now – where were we...” 

 

I banged on the door to the room, next-door. 

It was answered by a smirking Megan in her pyjamas. 

“Wondered how long it would take...” 

I glowered at my smirking partner as I pushed past. 

“They fucking?” Cassie asked with a grin. 

“It’s not funny – they started doing it knowing that I was still awake!” 

Cassie burst out laughing and so did Megan. 

“Funny cunts – please, no more sex talk...” 

I climbed into Megan’s bed and closed my eyes. 

“I miss Curtis’ dick...” Megan announced and both girls burst out laughing again. 

“Fucking funny, bitch!” I growled as I buried my face into the pillow. 

 

Tuesday, April 26th 2016 

The following morning 

We all awoke early and met up for breakfast in the hotel restaurant. 

“Everybody sleep well?” Dave enquired with a wink at Stephanie who scowled. 

“It was awesome; I slept really well – Steph’s got really cold feet and she snores,” Megan responded. 

“I do not!” 

“Chainsaw,” Cassie added with a laugh. 

Stephanie gave up and sank down in her chair to hide her pink face. 

“So sweet – sort of...” Chloe laughed and ruffled Stephanie’s perfectly brushed hair as she walked 

past. 

“You live, Chloe Bennett, but only because the blood might put the other diners off their 

breakfast...” Stephanie growled menacingly. 



“No killing at breakfast!” Hailee scolded as she sat down with her coffee. “It’s very anti-social...” 

“She has a valid point,” Abby confirmed from her seat. 

“Very funny!” Stephanie hissed. 

 

Again, we drove on some of the worst laid out roads that I had ever come across. 

Once we had finished with the Furka Pass we negotiated, at high speed I might add, the Gotthard 

Pass before we finally found flat ground and headed southeast towards Italy. Mindy promised to 

ease up on the speed if I eased up on my whining. 

It was a fair deal, so I cooperated. 

 

Early Afternoon 

Milan, Italy 

Piazza Sempione 

Milan was a beautiful city. 

It was an awesome place to be able to work and enjoy the sights while I gathered intelligence on our 

enemies. The CIA were good, naturally, but they had many a weakness; one of which was that they 

were many and we were few. That made it easier for us to find them than it was for them to find us.  

I never actually realised that I was being targeted; it had just never occurred to me. I knew that I was 

not alone as Chloe was only a short distance away – besides, I could look after myself... 

Should the need arise... 

 

The man approached with caution, unsure of how his target might react. 

The young woman was sitting on the bench, seemingly minding her own business. On her lap, there 

sat a chunky looking laptop which seemed to hold her attention. The man seemed intent on the 

laptop and he obviously never considered the young woman to be a serious threat, if a threat at all. 

As he came closer, the girl seemed to slow down her typing and then take a good grip on her 

electronic device. 

The man made a lunge for the laptop, but it was pulled out of his grasp at the very last second, just 

as his fingers closed over it – or tried to. 

 

I totally lost it! 

The Toughbook proved to be an awesome weapon as I brought it upwards to clip the man’s chin and 

then cracked him around the head and face with the metal-clad computer. 

SMACK! 

“Do you know...” 



SMACK! 

“...How hard...” 

SMACK! 

“...It is...” 

SMACK! 

“...To get...” 

SMACK! 

“...A goddamn Toughbook...” 

SMACK! 

“...With an i7 processor?” 

 

As I came around the corner, I froze at the sight before me. 

Abby was standing astride a man. The man was sitting on his ass and his face was a mess of blood 

and torn flesh. In her hands she held her laptop, which was also covered in blood. Abby never saw 

me as she continued to berate the injured man. 

“Months it took me to get this laptop – you want to assimilate my data?” She yelled as she drew her 

pistol. “Assimilate this!” 

Abby deftly reversed the pistol and she brought the butt down hard onto the man’s forehead. The 

man fell to the ground and he moved not more. I was stunned; in all the years that I had known her, 

I had never known Abby to show such anger. I was almost speechless, but I managed to force out a 

few disjointed words as I cautiously approached my best friend. 

“Abby – extreme – wow – angry – cool!” 

I made a personal note to never try and take away Abby’s laptop! 

 

That Afternoon 

The Safehouse 

Mindy was beside herself with anger. 

“They are targeting our technical support!” She growled dangerously. “That is unacceptable! From 

now on, Abigail and Eric will have an operator with them, at all times. I may be the ‘all-powerful’ Hit 

Girl...” 

“Hell, yeah!” Megan cheered to general laughter. 

“Thank you, Megan!” Mindy replied with a grin before she once again turned serious. “To continue... 

I may be Hit Girl, but I can only work with accurate intelligence. Years ago, Daddy and I used to 

gather intel for weeks and even months before an operation. It took us a lot of time – now, we have 

Abigail and Marty and they have kept us all alive with their skills. 



“Without them, we could not operate and we would, by now, all be dead a long time ago. The CIA 

know that intelligence is crucial, so they are trying to take ours away from us. We kept Abigail and 

Eric at arm’s length, but that failed, so now they need to be protected at all costs. The moment we 

lose their skills; we might as well go back home and hang up our suits...” Mindy finished. 

It had been too close and Mindy felt responsible, just as she always did when any member of the 

team was hurt in any way. Abby had shocked everybody by her response; she was well trained and 

the girl knew how to defend herself but according to Chloe, she had gone all ‘Hit Girl’ on the man 

who had tried to take her laptop. I saw Eric running his fingers gently over Abby’s bruised face. I got 

up and walked over to the pair. 

“You did well, Abby – Chloe says you responded like you were Hit Girl!” 

Abby blushed and tried to hide her face; she embarrassed easily did Abby. I chuckled before I dug in 

a little deeper. 

“So – you and Eric, err – have you two ‘interfaced’ with each other, yet?” I asked shamelessly. 

“Dave!” Abby almost screamed as her face went very pink and Chloe laughed out loud at her best 

friend’s embarrassment. 

“For the record,” Eric began, “we have ‘interfaced’ as you put it...” 

“Eric!” Abby hissed, going redder. 

“Let’s just say that the seal is broken and the warranty is null and void,” Eric finished as Abby went 

bright red. 

“Woah!” Chloe laughed. “Hal’s CPU is overheating.” 

 


